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This paper sets out to generalize the results of Lubotzky and Magid in [6] from 
nilpotent o solvable groups. In the paper [6] a construction is described assigning 
to a finitely generated group F an algebraic variety Sn(F) parametrizing equi- 
valence classes of irreducible representations o:F-*GL,(k), where k is an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Lubotzky and Magid prove that for 
F nilpotent, S,(F) is a finite union of 'twist-classes': 
Sn(F)=LJc,(oi) with C~(O)= {'~®O[~ cHom(F, GLi(k)}. 
i 
Moreover, the representations Oi may be taken to have finite image and these 
'twist-classes' are open, non-singular and of dimension rk(F ab) - the torsion-free 
rank of F made abelian [6, 6.2]. For solvable groups all this is no longer true; 
however, we do prove Theorem 2.4, which asserts roughly that for F solvable, 
Sn(F) is a finite union of 'induced-twist classes'. While for F nilpotent S~(F) is 
non-singular, we give an example of a solvable group F for which Sn(F) has 
singularities. This answers a question posed in [6] and in fact is the first example 
known to the author of singularities in Sn(F). 
On the other hand, we give a rather general criterion for a representation 
0 ¢ Sn(F) to be non-singular (as a point on the variety Sn(F)), and we also give a 
description of neighbouring points on Sn(F). For this purpose we def'me a group G 
to have 'property P '  if for any finite-dimensionai k[G]-module M on which G acts 
without fixed points, we have HI(G,M)=O (see Definition 1.1). It turns out that 
nilpotent groups, among others, have property P and that the results of [6] extend 
easily to these groups. 
The reason for considering these groups is: 
Theorem 2.5. I f  O= Ind~¢ ~ Sn(F) is induced from a subgroup H CF having pro- 
perty P, then the irreducible representations of the form Ind~(A ® a), A e ~t'(H) = 
Hom(H, GLI(k)), form an open non-singular neighborhood of 0 in Sn(F) and the 
dimension of Sn(F) at the point 0 equals rk(/-/ab). 
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 0 we give a brief survey of some 
constructions appearing in [6]. In Section 1 we study groups having property P. In 
Section 2 we study the geometry of Sn(F) for F solvable and obtain analogues of 
the results appearing in [6] for solvable groups. Finally in Section 3, we utilize the 
results of Section 2 to give an example of a solvable group F with Sn(F) singular. 
For more results and different perspectives of the subject, the reader is referred 
to [5,6] and to [1,3,7] - the latter three with a view towards topological ap- 
plications. 
0. Representation varieties 
We give a brief survey of some constructions described in detail in [6]. 
Given a finitely generated group F with presentation F= <X1,..., Xdl W~, i ~ N ~, 
there is a bijection between the set Hom(F, GLn(k)) of representations 
0 : F--, GLn(k), k being an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and the 
Zarisky-closed subset of GLn(k) (d) consisting of all the d-tuples of matrices 
(A 1,..., Ad) satisfying the relations Wi(A 1,..., Ad) = I, i ~ N. This affme algebraic 
variety Rn(F) is independent up to isomorphism of the choice of presentation of F. 
The reductive algebraic group GLn(k) acts on Rn(F ) by simultaneous conjuga- 
tion, the orbits being the equivalence classes of representations of F in GLn(k). We 
may form the categorical quotient SSn(F) of Rn(F) under the GLn-action, in the 
sense of [8, Definition 0.5, p. 3]. 
R,,(F) contains an open subset consisting of the irreducible representations - 
which we denote by RS(F), the quotient of which under the GLn-action 
parametrizes the equivalence classes of irreducible representations of F in GLn(k). 
This quotient we denote, following [6], by Sn(F) and by a slight abuse of language 
we refer to points of Sn(F) as 'representations', instead of referring to the cor- 
responding equivalence classes. 
One can show that the Zarisky tangent space to a point g ~Sn(F) injects into 
H 1 (F, Ado 0) - the first cohomology group of F with coefficients in the F-module 
Mn(k ), where the F-action is given by the composition 
F o_..~ Ad GLn (k)--~ End(Mn (k)) 
of 0 with the adjoint representation f GLn(k) on Mn(k ). 
Therefore, in order to compute the dimension of Sn(F) at the point ~, we pro- 
pose first to compute H](F, Ad o0) and then translate this, via the algebra of the 
group F, into the geometry of the variety S,,(F). 
Our approach will be to first isolate a certain cohomological property of groups, 
which will prove to make the groups concerned amenable to treatment by the above 
strategy. 
The class of groups having the said property ('property P ' )  turns out to include 
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the nilpotent groups, and in Section 1 we shall derive some simple facts concerning 
this property. 
1. b cohomologicnl property of groups 
Let G be a group, k an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
Throughout this section, by 'G-module' ismeant a k[G]-module, finite dimensional 
over k. Equivalently, we are given a finite-dimensionai representation f G over k. 
A simple G-module is thus an irreducible representation f G. 
Definition 1.1. A group G has property P if for any (f.d.) G-module M on which 
G acts without f'Lxed points (i.e., M°=0)  we have HI(G,M)=O. 
Example 1.2. Finite groups have property P. This is so because char(k)= 0. 
Lemma 1.3. G has property P if and only if for any simple non-trivial G-module 
M, H~(G, M)=O. 
Proof .  If G has property P, then since the fLxed points of any G-module M are a 
submodule: ~ = {m e M[gm = m Vg ~ G }, if M is a simple non-trivial G-module, 
then automatically M 6 = 0 and hence H l(G, M) =0. Conversely, suppose 
H 1 ({7, M) = 0 for any simple non-triviai G-module M. Let A be any G-module with 
A°=0.  Proceed by induction on the composition length of A. For A simple (i.e., 
of composition length 1), HI(G,A)=0 by assumption. Otherwise, let O~B~A be 
a proper sub-module and consider the short exact sequence 0--, B ~ A -* C ~ 0 where 
the G-modules B and C=A/B have shorter composition length than A. We have 
the long exact sequence of cohomology: 
O--, B ° --, A° ~ C °-.*HI(G, B)~ HI(G, A)~ HI(G, C)~ ... 
in which B°CAC=O, hence by induction, HI(G,B)=O; hence C°=O and again 
by induction HI(G,C)=O. Exactness of the long sequence gives HI(G,A)=O as 
desired. [] 
Example 1.4. Abelian groups have property P. 
If G is abelian, then any simple G-module is given by a character x:G--,k* 
(remembering k is algebraically closed). If X is non-trivial, pick g ~ G with x(g) ~ 1. 
Given a 1-cocycle feZ l (G,z ) ,  let ao=(1-X{g))-lf(g). Then for all h~G, we have 
the cocycle identities: 
f(gh) =f(g) + X(g)f(h) and f(hg) =f(h) + z(h)f(g). 
Using the equality hg = gh we find that 
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f(h) = (1 - x(h)( 1 - z(g))-I f(g) = ao - x(h)ao 
and thus f~B l (G ,  Z) is a 1-coboundary, i.e., HI(G, Z) = O. 
Lemma 1.5. Let G have property P. Then: 
(i) Homomorphic images of  G have property P. 
(ii) Subgroups of  finite index in G have property P. 
Proof. (i) This is an immediate consequence of the exactness of the restriction- 
inflation sequence. 
(ii) Let HC G be a subgroup of finite index in G, Mand H-module with M~=O, 
and consider the induced G-module Ind~M. Using the natural isomorphism 
(Ind~M) 6 =-_ M H = 0 we find H l (G, Ind~M) = 0. By Shapiro's Lemma, H 1 (H, M) = 
HI(G, Ind~M)=0 and we are done. [] 
A major tool in the investigation of groups with property P is the Hochschild- 
Serre exact sequence [9, 11.5, p. 307]: If N< G is a normal subgroup of G, then 
there is a five-term exact sequence: 
0- -*H l (G/N, AN)-*H 1 (G, A)-'HI(N, A)G/N-'*HE(G/N, AN) ~H2(G, A). 
Denoting by Z(G) the center of the group G, we have: 
Proposition 1.6. G/Z(G) has property P if and only i f  G has property P. 
Proof. Let A be a non-trivial simple G-module and suppose G/Z(G) has property P. 
Apply the Hochschild-Serre exact sequence with N= Z(G): Since A is a simple G- 
module, either AN=A or A N= O. In the latter case, noting that N= Z(G) has pro- 
perty P by Example 1.4, we get H I(N, A) = 0, which together with H l (G/N, A N) = 0 
and the exactness of the Hochschild-Serre s quence gives HI(G, A)= O. In the case 
AN=A,  A is N-trivial and so HI(N,A)- -Hom(N,A).  Therefore HI(N,A) c/N= 
Horn(N, A) c/N= Homo(N, A) with G acting on N= Z(G) by conjugation. How- 
ever, since Aa=O and N= Z(G) is trivial under the conjugation action of G, we 
find that HI(N,A)a/N=HomG(N,A)=O. In addition, since A6/N=Aa=O and 
G/N has property P by assumption, H l (G/N, A N) = H l (G/N, A) = O. Thus in this 
case too the exactness of the Hochschild-Serre s quence gives us H l (G/A)= 0 - so 
G has property P. The reverse implication is a special case of Lemma 1.50). [] 
Corollary 1.7. (i) Nilpotent groups have property P. 
(ii) Central-by-finite groups have property P. 
Proposition 1.8. Let G be a finitely generated, abelian-by-finite group. Then G has 
property P i f  and only i f  G is central-by-finite. 
Proof. Let A < G be a normal abelian subgroup of finite index, which we may take 
to be free abelian (we are, of  course assuming [G I = oo). G acts on A conjugation -
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an action which induces a G-module structure on A =A ®z k. We have A6= A iff 
(,4 :Z(G)NA)< 0% i.e., iff G is central-by-finite. Assume that A6#:A; since the G- 
action on A factors through the finite quotient G/A, Maschke's theorem implies 
A = A ~ ~ ~i~ as G-modules with ~ ~ = 0. The Hochschild-Serre exact sequence 
takes the form: 
0--*H 1 (G/A, ~ A )__,H l (G, ,~ )~H 1 (A, ~ )6/A._,H2(G/A, ~9 a ) ~H2(G, ~ ). 
Since 0/,4 is finite, HI(G,,~)mHI(A,,~)G/A;  acts trivially on ~ and so 
Hi(G, ~)--HI (A,  ~/~ )G/A ---- Homo (A, ~/¢). By our choice of ~ ,  Hom6(A, ~) :~0 
while ~ G= 0 - and therefore G does not have property P. [] 
Proposition 1.9. Let 0 : G--* GLn(k) be an irreducible representation fG, and sup- 
pose G has property P. Then trim H I(G, Ado 0) = rk(Gab). 
Proof. The representation space of Ado 0 is Mn(k) decomposes as a direct sum of 
G-modules Mn(k)=kI~sln where sln={A~M~(k)ltrA=O}, and sl~=0. There- 
fore H i (G, Ado O) = H I(G, kI) ~ H 1 (G, sin) = Hom(G, k) and so dim H 1 (G, Ado 0) = 
rk(Gab). [] 
Proposition 1.10. Let H have property P, H C G being a subgroup of finite index 
in G, a:H-*GL(W) an irreducible representation of  H such that the induced 
representation 0 = Ind~tr of G on V= Ind°~ W is irreducible. Then HI(G, Ado 0)--- 
HI(H, Ado ¢7). 
Proof. We note the adjoint isomorphism of G-modules Homk(V, V)_= V® k V*, 
with V* being the k-linear dual of V acted on by G via the contragradient represen- 
tation 0". We also note the isomorphism Ind,(M*)_--(Ind~M)* for any H-module 
M. Therefore by Mackey's tensor product heorem [2, 10.18, p. 240], 
Homk(V, V)-- Ind~W® Ind~W*= (~ Ind~y)W*® W (y), 
ye l l \  G/H 
the summation being on representatives of the double cosets of H:H in G, 
HfY)=HNyHy -1, and W (y) denotes the /-/(Y)-module W with the action 
h~ o(y-lhy), h e I-I ty). 
Consequently, using Shapiro's lemma we see: 
HI(G, Adoo) --- (~ HI(H (y) W*@W(Y))= (~ HI(HfY),Hom(W, W(Y))) 
H\ 6/H H\ 6/H 
(again using the adjoint isomorphism W* ® W (yJ_= Hom(W, W (y))). 
Since V= Ind6H W is irreducible, Mackey's irreducibility criterion [2, p. 244] gives 
Horn(W, W(Y))~'=HomH~,(W, (Y))=0 for yCiH. 
/./ty), being of finite index in H, has property P by Lemma 1.5(ii) and so H I (H  (y), 
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Horn(W, W(Y)))= 0 for y e l l .  All this immediately implies 
HI(G, Adoo)=H1(H, Hom(W, W))=HI(H, Adoa).  [] 
Using Proposition 1.9, we immediately deduce: 
Corollary 1.11. Let HC G be a subgroup of finite index in G having property P, 
a:H--*GL(W) a representation of G such that 0=Ind ia  /s an irreducible 
representation of G. Then dim Hi(G, Ado 0) = rk(Hab). 
2. The dimension of Sn(F) 
For the rest of this paper, F will denote a finitely generated group. Recall that 
Sn(F) was defined to be the quotient of the variety RSn(F) of irreducible representa- 
tions of F in GL~(k) under the action of GL~(k); Sn(F) parametrizes equivalence 
classes of irreducible representations of F. 
In this section we utilize the fact that the tangent space ToSn(F ) at 0 ¢ Sn(F) in- 
jects into Hi(F, Ado 0) [6, 2.13], to compute the dimension of Sn(F) at 0. This we 
do mainly by using the results of Section 1, together with the following geometric 
lemma (see [6, Lemma 2.5]): 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a non-singular affine algebraic variety, f :  X-~ Y mapping X
to some algebraic variety Y, with finite fibers. Suppose for some x ~ X, dim x X > 
dim Tf(x)Y. Then f (X)  contains a non-singular open neighbourhood of x, and 
dimftx ) Y = dimxX. 
Let F be a finitely generated group, and let B~'(F) be the group of linear characters 
of F:B~'(F)=Hom(F, GL1). ~(F)  is an aff'me algebraic group, though not 
necessarily connected; in fact ~(F)  is connected (in which case it is a direct product 
~'(F) = GL1(k)× ... × GLl(k), the number of factors being rk(Fab)) iff F ab is free 
abelian. 
~'(F) acts (as an algebraic group) on the affine variety Rn(F) by (A,0) ~ A ®0, 
A ~ ~(F), 0 eRn(F). For 0 eRn(F), let ~'o denote the orbit of 0 under this action. 
We can easily see B~" o is a closed subvariety of Rn(F). If :~ :Rn(F)~Rn2(F) 
denotes the map a-~Adoa,  (easily seen to be a regular map), then obviously 
~'o~X-l(Ado0); conversely, if Ado0 '=Ado0,  then for ~,¢F, 0(Y)A0(y)-l= 
0'(y)A0'0,) -1 for all A ~M~(k) and hence there exists a non-zero scalar A0')~k 
such that 0'(7)-A0')0(7). A trivial verification shows that the assignment y-*~(~,) 
defines a linear character ~B~'(F),  and so 0 '=A®0e~"  o. This shows 
~'o =Z-I {Ad oLo}) is closed in Rn(F). 
We also note that the action of ~'(F) on Rn(F) leaves the open subvariety R~(F) 
of irreducible representations stable - a fact most easily seen by using Burnside's 
lemma [10, 1.17, p. 11]: o~RSn(F) iff the matrices {0(~,)I~,~F} span Mn(k) - 
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and this property is invariant under multiplication by the non-zero scalars A(y). 
Let O(0)denote the orbit of 0 in R,(F) under the GLn action. Observe that the 
actions of ~'(F) and GLn(k ) on R,(P) commute. 
Lemm8 2.2. For any o e Rn(r), ~'oNO(O) is finite; actually the inverse image of 
O(O) under the map ~'(F)~ ~'o-*Rn(F) is finite. 
This is Lemma 5.8 of [6]. 
For oeR,~(F), let CT(O) denote the image of ~'o under the quotient map 
R~(F)-~ Sn(F) (the 'twist class' of Q in the terminology of [6]). Obviously Cr(O) is 
independent of the choice of 0 either in O(O) or in ~.  Also, different 'twist 
classes' are disjoint. 
We now recover Proposition 6.2 of [6], with essentially the same proof: 
Theorem 2.3. Let I" have property P. I f  Sn(F):/:fJ, then: 
O) The "twist classes" CT(O)CSn(F) are open non-singular nd closed in Sn(F). 
S,(F) is the disjoint union of finitely many such twist classes, and is non-singular 
of pure dimension rk(/'ab). 
(ii) I f  in addition F is solvable, then the representations Oi in the decomposition 
Sn(F) = ~i Cf(oi) may be taken to have finite image in GLn(k). 
Proof. (i) Consider the map f= ~F(F) -, B~" o--, CT(O) C Sn(F); f has finite fibers by 
Lemma 2.2, and since dim Tf~)Sn(F)<_dimHl(l',Ad °0), Proposition 1.9 implies 
that dim Tf(o)Sn(F)<rk(Fab)=dim ~'(F). Lemma 2.1 now shows that CT(O) con- 
tains an open non-singular neighborhood off(0); the remarks above show that this 
holds for all points of C~(O). Therefore C~(O) is open and nonsingular in Sn(F). We 
have then an open cover {CT(O)[O ~ Rs(F)} of Sn(F) by (disjoint) open subsets -
and the compactness of Sn(F) allows us to choose a finite subcover Sn(F)= 
Ui=l C~(Oi). Since the different subsets CT(Oi) are disjoint, they are also closed. 
Lemma 2.1 also shows Sn(F) is of pure dimension rk(Fab). 
(ii) We have to show that if F is a solvable, finitely generated group having pro- 
perty P, then for any irreducible representation :F"*GLn(k) there is a character 
X e ~'(F) and a representation 00of F with finite image such that 0 = X ~)00- 
By Jordan's theorem [10, Lemma 3.5, p. 44] o(F) contains a normal abelian 
subgroup of finite index; hence if/~= F/ker 0, then/~ is abelian-by-f'mite, finitely 
generated and has property P, being a quotient of F. Therefore by Proposition 1.8, 
]~ is central-by-finite. Let A be a central free abelian subgroup of finite index in 7" 
(we may, of course assume 1" is infinite). The commutator subgroup (P,/~) of/~ is 
finite (7" being central-by-finite) [4, 17.I.A, p. 109] and so rk(~Pab)=rk(A). Thus 
~r'(A) is a connected algebraic group of the same dimension as ~r.(/-). Let ~F(]~) ° 
be the connected component of the identity in ~'(F). Consider the restriction map 
res : B~'(/') °~ B~'(A), which is a homomorphism of affine algebraic groups and so 
its image is dosed in ~'(A) [4, 7.4.B, p. 54]. The restriction map has finite fibers 
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because A is of finite index in/~; therefore its image in ~'(A) is a dosed, connected 
subgroup of the same dimension as ~'(A) - and so this map is surjective. 
We conclude that any character of A may be lifted to a character of/~. Let 
=/'-~GLn(k) be the representation f/~ induced by 0. Since 0 is irreducible and 
A is central in/ ' ,  Schur's lemma implies that the image of A under ~ consists of 
scalar matrices, i.e., ~ [,4 = AI, A e ~'(A). Let X~ ~oC(/~) be a lifting of A to/~; then 
the image of A under Oo=f.-l®O is the identity. Now let Oo:F-'*GLn(k) be the 
pull-back of ~0 to F, and :~ the pull-back of A to a character of F. Then 0 = X ® 00 
and 00 has finite image as required. [] 
Before continuing we pause to make an observation concerning the relation be- 
tween Sn(F) and Sn(T'), where P is a homomorphic image of F. If F=F/N, then 
we have in Rn(F) a closed subvariety of those representations o~Rn(F) with 
NC ker 0; this subvariety we identify naturally with Rn(/~). Being obviously stable 
under the GLn-action, Rn(/~) maps onto a closed subvariety of the quotient 
SS~(F), which we again identify with SS,(/~) (see [5] for a summary of the relevant 
facts concerning eometric invariant heory). Therefore $~(/~) is (isomorphic to) a 
closed subvariety of Sn(F). In particular, if all irreducible representations of F fac- 
tor through r ,  then Sn(F)= Sn(r). 
We now turn to study solvable groups. If F is solvable, 0 e RSn(F), then by 
Jordan's theorem [10, Lemma 3.5, p. 44] there is a number f(n) (independent of 
the representation 0) such that F contains a normal subgroup A of index 
IF: A] <_f(n) for which o(A) is abelian. 
Since our group F is finitely generated, F has only finitely many normal 
subgroups of index not exceeding f(n) and so their intersection will be a normal 
subgroup of finite index which we denote by A =A(n). Consequently, for each 
o~RS(F), 0(..4) is abelian, i.e., 0 factors through T'=F/(A,A). 
/~ is abelian-by-finite and our above remarks imply Sn(F)--- Sn(I'). Note that the 
above reasoning also holds for F virtually solvable. 
Theorem 2.4. Let F be (virtually) solvable. For each integer n>0 there exist 
subgroups Hn C F, with indices [1": H n ] dividing n, and a finite set of irreducible 
representations o~j of Hi n, of  dimension /[F : Hin], and open subsets W~C ~(Hi n) 
for which Sn(F)= Ui~(o~), where 
/r(o~) = {0 ¢Sn(F) I ~A ¢ IV/; s.t. 0 ~ Ind~,(A ~)o~j)}. 
Moreover, we may take o~ to have finite image. 
Proof. The preceding remarks how that we may take F to be abelian-by-finite -: 
say A < F is a normal subgroup of finite index. The proof proceeds by induction 
on the dimension , where for n = 1, SI(F)= ~'(F) and the theorem is trivially 
true. Assume then that n~2 and Q¢Sn(F). By Blichfeldt's criterion if 
A~Z(Fmodker  Q) is not central under the mapping 0, then there is a proper 
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subgroup H~F,  ACH and an irreducible representation a~Sm(H) where 
m . [F : H] = n, s.t. 0---Indic7. 
Since m < n, by induction there is a subgroup H i c_ H, an irreducible representa- 
tion ~U of H/with finite image and a character A E .9~'(Hi) s.t. ¢r---Ind~(A®tTu); 
therefore using induction by stages we have Q----Ind/~,(A®¢7~/). Thus the case 
A q:Z(Fmod ker ~) is taken care of using the inductive hypothesis. 
Suppose then that A C Z(Fmod ker Q) - so ~ factors through the central-by-finite 
quotient ~= F/(F, A). Since 1~ has property P by Corollary 1.7(ii), we use Theorem 
2.3 to deduce that there are finitely many representations Qk ~ Sn(f') with finite im- 
age such that Sn(l~)=~kCT(Qk) - and therefore Q-------Z®Qk for Xe ~'(F) as re- 
quired. [] 
Remark. As a consequence of Theorem 2.5 below, we shall see that in the decom- 
position Sn(F)= ~I~(oij), the subset IT(tTU) is open and non-singular of dimension 
rk(/-/~/b) whenever H/has property P. 
This last result leads us to study the behaviour of induced representations on
s.(r). 
For this purpose, let HCF be a subgroup of finite index of the finitely generated 
group F, and consider the map Ind:Rm(H)-*Rn(F ) (n=m. (F : H)) given by 
o-*Indrxa. Following this map by the quotient map Rn(F)-'*SS,(F), we have a 
morphism of algebraic varieties Rm(H)--*SSn(F ). Being constant on the GL n- 
orbits, this map induces a map v :  SIn(H)--' SS,(F). The image of v, however, need 
not be contained in Sn(F). Nevertheless, ince S,(F) is open in SS,(F), we do have 
the open subset v-I(Sn(F))CSm(H) and the map v:v-I(Sn(F)) -' Sn(F). 
Suppose now that H has property P; then by Theorem 2.3 the twist classes C~(a) 
are open in SIn(H). Thus if 0 = Indic7 is irreducible, then C~(a)N v-l(S,(F)) is an 
open neighborhood of a in SIn(H), which we may shrink to obtain an affine, ir- 
reducible open neighborhood U of ¢7 in SIn(H) which is mapped by v into S,(F). 
Theorem 2.3 also tells us that U is non-singnlar of dimension rk(Hab), and by Cor- 
ollary 1.11, dimHl(F, Adoo)=rk(H ab) and so dimoSn(F)<_rk(Hab). We shall 
show that v: U-'Sn(F) has finite fibers and consequently, using Lemma 2.1, we 
may state the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.5. Let H be a subgroup of F having property P, ¢r : H--, GLn(k ) an ir- 
reducible representation of H for which ~ = Indrcr :F--,GLn(k) is also irreducible 
(n=m. (F:H)) .  Then Q is non-singular on Sn(F), dim~Sn(F)=rk(I-~) and o has 
an open non-singular neighborhood in Sn(F) consisting of representations of the 
form IndH(A ® ix), for some A e ~(H).  
Proof .  By the above, we only need to show v : U-*Sn(F) has finite fibers - and for 
this, remembering U C CT(~7), it is enough to show that given any representation 
¢z :H--, GLn(k) with 0 = Ind~7 irreducible, there are only finitely many characters 
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,~ ~ ~'(H) with 0 = Ind~o equivalent o 04 = Ind~(A ® o). We use a theorem of 
Mackey [2, 10.23, p. 244] which says that 0 is equivalent to 0k iff there is some 
y~F for which the representations A®u and trtY):h--'tr(y-lhy) of H (y)= 
HNyHy -l on W satisfy Hom/~,(W, WtY))#:0 (with self-explanatory notation). 
We note that W (y) is independent, up to isomorphism of the choice of the re- 
presentative y in the left coset yH, and the subgroup H(Y)=HNyHy -l is also in- 
dependent of this choice. 
Hom~,(W~,W(Y))~:0 means that there exists a non-zero k-linear map 
A:  W~ W (y) (so A~HOmk(W, W)) satisfying AA®a(h)=tTty)(h)A for each 
he/-/(y), or tT(Y)(h)AtT(h)-l=A(h)A for all heH (y). This means that  
A e Horn(W, W) is a non-zero weight-vector of the representation ~0 of H (y) on 
Homk(W, W) given by ~(h)(B)= tT(y-lhy)B a(y) -1. Given any left coset yH of H 
in F there are only finitely many characters of/-/(Y) with non-zero weight - spaces 
for the representations (p - and H (y) being of finite index in H, these characters 
can be lifted to only finitely many characters of H. Since there are only finitely many 
left cosets of H in F, we have all in all only finitely many characters A e 9tO(H) for 
which 04 is equivalent to 0, thus finishing the proof. [] 
3. Examples 
In this section, we present an example of a solvable group F for which S2(F) has 
geometric singularities. This will answer a question posed in [6] - where examples 
are brought o show that HI(F, Ado 0) may actually be larger than the Zarisky 
tangent space at 0 to Sn(F). However, in all the examples presented there, Sn(F) 
was non-singular. 
We start by considering 2-dimensional representations of groups having a (nor- 
real) subgroup of index 2. The reader is advised to remind himself of Clifford 
theory, especially of Blichfeldt's criterion (see, e.g., [2, 11.2, p. 261]). 
Lemma 3.1. Let o: G-*GL2(k) be an irreducible representation of a group G 
having a subgroup A of index 2. Then 0 is induced from a character of A iff 0(,4) 
is abelian, i.e., (A,A)Cker(o). 
Proof. If O(A) is abelian, then by Clifford theory 0 ]A is the sum of two characters 
O]A----X~X'. If X=X', then 0(A) is central in o(G) (consisting of scalar matrices) 
and therefore o(G) being a cyclic extension of a central subgroup, is abelian - con- 
tradicting 0 being irreducible. Hence X~X' and by Biichfeldt's criterion, 
0---- IndA°x- 
Conversely, suppose 0= IndA°x; then obviously 0 [A = 3[ ~X '  and so 0(A) consists 
of  diagonal matrices, i.e., 0(,4) is abelian. [] 
Definition. A non-ab¢lian group G is called of dihedral type if G contains an abelian 
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subgroup of index 2. An obvious example is the infinite dihedral group 
D® = (x, y[x2= l, xyx-1= y-1). 
Proposition 3.2. I f  F is a finitely generated group of dihedral type, then S2(F) is 
non-singular of  pure dimension equal to the torsion-free rank of any abelian 
subgroup of index 2 in F. 
Proof. Let A be abelian subgroup of index 2 in F; by Lemma 3.1, all 2-dimensional 
irreducible representations of F are induced from characters of A, and since A, be- 
ing abelian, has property P, we use Theorem 2.4 to deduce the proposition. [] 
Example 3.3. We take F to be a certain plane crystallographic group - i.e., a 
discrete cocompact subgroup of the real Lie group E(2) - of the isometries of the 
plane C. Such groups axe characterized algebraically as groups containing a normal 
free abelian subgroup d of rank 2, with A being maximal abelian in F. Our group is 
r= (P, Q, T l T2= I, p2 -  Q 2, TPT-I = Q -l ) 
for which C/F is a non-orientable surface (see [I l, 22. I lq]). The maximal abelian 
subgroup ,4 is generated by X=P-IQ, y=pZ and F/,4 =C2~C2 is of order 4. We 
shall be interested in the three subgroups of F which contains ,4 as a subgroup of 
index 2; these are: H=(P ,  Q)  = (P,X, Y), K=(PT, X, Y), F= (T,X, Y). We note 
that these subgroups are of dihedral type. Their commutator subgroups are: 
(H, H)= (X2), (K,K)=(y2), (F ,F )=(X 2, yZ). A short computation shows that 
(F, F) = (F, ,4), so ,4 is central modulo (F, F). 
Now let 0:F--'GLz(k) be an irreducible representation. If 0(,4) is central in 
o(r), then 0 factors through F/(F, d) =F/(F, F) and so 0(F) is abelian. In this case 
by Lemma 3. I, 0 is induced from a character of F. In case 0(,4) is not central in 
0(F), then by Blichfeldt's criterion, 0 is induced from a character of a subgroup 
containing ,4 as a subgroup of index 2. The only such subgroups of F are H, K and 
F; however, 0 cannot be induced from a character of F - otherwise (F,F)C ker 0 
by Lemma 3.1, and because (F, F )= (r, ,4) this would mean 0(,4) is central in 0(F), 
contradicting our assumption. Hence 0 is induced from a character of either H 
or K - so again using Lemma 3.1, either (H, H) = (X  2 ) C ker 0 or (K, K) = 
(y2)cker0 .  In case both these conditions hold, then (X  2, Y2)=(F,F)Ckero, 
which we saw earlier is not consistent with our assumptions. 
Summing things up, we have the following picture of S2(F): 
s2(r ) = s2(r/(H, H)) U S2(r/(K, K)) 
with 
S2(F/(I'I~ I-I)) N S2(F/(K, K)) -- S2(/'/(F, F)). 
(We are, of course, identifying the varieties Se(F/(H, H)), etc. with the correspon- 
cling closed subvarieties of S2(F).) 
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Since both F/(H,H) and F/(K,K) are of dihedral type, S2(F/(H,H)) and 
S2(F/(K, K)) are non-singular of dimension rk(H ab) = rk(K ab) = I, using Proposi- 
tion 3.2. 
F/(F,F) is a finite non-abelian group of order 16, and one easily shows that 
F/(F, F) has exactly 2 non-equivalent irreducible 2-dimensional representations - 
in other words, S2(F/(F, F)) consists of 2 points. These 2 points are singular points 
of S2(F), lying on the intersection of 2 irreducible components of S2(F) correspon- 
ding to connected components of S2(F/(H, H)) and S2(F/(K, K)). We have thus 
shown S2(F) to contain singular points. 
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